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Abstract
Background: Developments in cell-based and gene-based therapies are emerging as highly
promising areas to complement pharmaceuticals, but present day approaches are too cumbersome
and thereby limit their clinical usefulness. These shortcomings result in procedures that are too
complex and too costly for large-scale applications. To overcome these shortcomings, we
described a protein delivery system that incorporates over-expressed proteins into viral particles
that are non-infectious and stable at room temperature. The system relies on the biological process
of viral egress to incorporate cellular surface proteins while exiting their host cells during lytic and
non-lytic infections.

Results: We report here the use of non-infectious surface-engineered virion particles to modulate
immunity against three infectious disease agents – human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1),
herpes simplex virus (HSV), and Influenza. Surface-engineering of particles are accomplished by
genetic modification of the host cell surface that produces the egress budding viral particle. Human
peripheral blood lymphocytes from healthy donors exposed to CD80/B7.1, CD86/B7.2, and/or
antiCD3 single-chain antibody surface-engineered non-infectious HIV-1 and HSV-2 particles
stimulate T cell proliferation, whereas particles released from non-modified host cells have no T
cell stimulatory activity. In addition to T cell proliferation, HIV-based particles specifically suppress
HIV-1 replication (both monocytotropic and lymphocytotropic strains) 55 to 96% and HSV-based
particles specifically induce cross-reactive HSV-1/HSV-2 anti-herpes virus antibody production.
Similar surface engineering of influenza-based particles did not modify the intrinsic ability of
influenza particles to stimulate T cell proliferation, but did bestow on the engineered particles the
ability to induce cross-strain anti-influenza antibody production.

Conclusion: We propose that non-infectious viral particles can be surface-engineered to produce
antigen-presenting particles that mimic antigen-presenting cells to induce immune responses in
human peripheral blood lymphocytes. The viral particles behave as "biological carriers" for
recombinant proteins, thereby establishing a new therapeutic paradigm for molecular medicine.
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Background
While drug advances continue to be made in infectious
disease and cancer biology, there remains an urgent need
for the identification of new immunological approaches
to address the problems of drug resistance, toxicity, and
pharmacokinetic drug interactions [1-3]. Cell-based
approaches in T cell expansion, adoptive transfer of lym-
phokine-activated killer cells, tumor infiltrating lym-
phocytes, and dendritic cell mediated antigen
presentation have shown promise [4-9], but the broad
application of these therapies are hampered due to diffi-
culties in isolating and expanding appropriate cell popu-
lations and establishing the necessary cellular expansion
to meet dosage requirements. Targeting strategies for in
vivo gene therapy have also proven difficult [10], resulting
in infection of non-targeted cell types and expression lev-
els that are either inadequate or lead to uncontrolled
adverse and problematic outcomes [11,12]. Genetic engi-
neering of immune cells has the advantage of providing
multiple epitopes and continuous antigen production
[13], but in practice is too cumbersome to implement. In
order to meet present and future clinical demands, a sim-
pler approach is needed, one in which immune responses
can be induced in vivo without the need for cellular
engraftment and/or viral infection to deliver the therapeu-
tic.

Advances in our understanding of cellular signal transduc-
tion in human physiology, suggests that stimulating cellu-
lar processes by cell surface engagement is possible.
Accessory costimulatory molecules as represented in the
B7- and TNF-family of proteins [14] are effective in vacci-
nation studies [15,16]. Engineering biological vehicles
that deliver intact costimulatory proteins instead of their
genes may be more feasible and amenable to therapeutic
immune modulation. There is a large body of literature
showing that surface-engineering of viral particles occurs
naturally as viruses are released from host cells [17-23].
Clearly, technology that mimics cellular antigen present-
ing properties by displaying the appropriate peptides
required for T cell activation in the presence of costimua-
tory molecules while maintaining specificity would
greatly facilitate infectious disease and tumor biology vac-
cine development.

Experiments are conducted in this report, to test if the
properties of genetically engineered cells can be trans-
ferred to non-infectious viral particles with the hypothesis
that antigen-presenting particles can replace antigen-pre-
senting cells. To test this hypothesis, viral particles
released from genetically-modified cells expressing cos-
timuatory molecules are inactivated and added to human
peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) cultures. Surface-
engineered particles are compared to non-engineered par-
ticles and tested for their ability to stimulate T cell prolif-

eration. The preparations are inactivated to eliminate
cellular infection and to promote cell surface interactions.
We report here the use of such particles in infectious dis-
eases – human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1),
human simplex virus (HSV), and Influenza. Results sug-
gests that viral particles derived from costimuatory
expressing genetically-modified host cells can mimic
mature antigen-presenting dendritic cells and are capable
of activating T cell proliferation. We illustrate that virion
particles derived from host cells expressing costimuatory
molecule on their surface can induce immune responses
that are specific to and dependent on the virus used to cre-
ate the particle.

Results
Non-infectious particles derived from antiCD3- and B7-
engineered host cells can stimulate human PBL 
proliferation
The original observation that magnetic-bead bound CD3
and CD28 antibodies prevent monocytotropic HIV-1
infection of peripheral blood CD4-positive T cells [24]
spawned two approaches that were experimentally tested.
In the first approach, human mesenchymal stem cells
were engineered to express the costimuatory molecules
CD80/B7.1 and CD86/B7.2, the natural ligands for the T
cell CD28 receptor, and fragment C of tetanus toxoid.
Implantation of these cells in mice resulted in successful
in vivo induction of tetanus toxoid specific immune
responses [25]. Although successful, the approach is still
not amendable to large-scale production and distribution
due to cellular expansion requirements. For this reason,
the implantation of gene-engineered human mesenchy-
mal stem cells show little advantage over the original
CD4-positive T cell expansion approach; both approaches
require cellular expansion and without an amplification
of the therapeutic moiety, the potential large-scale medi-
cal benefits of these cell-based approaches are limited.

In the second (current) approach we constructed cell lines
expressing costimuatory molecules on their surface. Once
established, the cells were virally infected and the released
virus collected, inactivated, and tested for their ability to
activate T cells. Our hypothesis is that the viral particles
released from appropriately engineered cells would attain
the T cell activation potential of the host cells. If success-
ful, therapeutic moieties expressed on a cell's surface
could be transferred and presented on the surface of
released viral particles. By producing engineered particles
with properties similar to the engineered cells, viruses
released from these cells amplify the therapeutic moiety
many fold since each cell expresses 103 to 109 virus parti-
cles. By this procedure, each virus is surface-engineered,
bestowing antigen-presenting properties to the released
particles. We tested this approach with viral-infected cells
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expressing antiCD3 single-chain antibody and CD80/
CD86 costimuatory molecules.

The first step in surface-engineered virion production is
the establishment of host cell lines expressing the thera-
peutic molecules. We genetically-modified host cell lines
using retroviral vector constructions (Fig. 1) to perma-
nently express antiCD3 single-chain antibody and the nat-
ural ligands for the CD28 T cell receptor, CD80/B7.1 and
CD86/B7.2, on the host cell surface. Three sets of cell lines
were established based on: Lof(11-10) cells [26]; 1119, a
chronic HIV-expressing cell line; and Madin-Darby canine
kidney (MDCK) cells [27]. These cell lines are the host
cells for the production of surface-engineered HSV-2, HIV-
1, influenza-A, and influenza-B particles, respectively.
Each modified cell line was tested in co-culture experi-
ments with human PBLs to demonstrate that the cells
themselves could induce T cell proliferation (data not
shown). The Lof(11-10) and MDCK cells were infected
with HSV-2 and influenza-A/-B viruses, respectively; the
1119 cell line was induced to synchronically express HIV-
1. Particles were collected from viral-infected modified
cells and compared to control particles expressed from
non-modified viral-infected cells. The particle prepara-
tions were inactivated by treatment with the DNA cross-
linking agent, aminomethyltrimethyl psoralen (AMT) fol-
lowed by ultraviolet irradiation.

T cell proliferation assays illustrate the ability of non-
infectious surface-engineered HSV-2 and HIV-1 particle
preparations to stimulate human peripheral blood T cells
obtained from healthy donors (Fig. 2A: HSV-2; Fig. 2B:
HIV-1). Results from three separate donor's lymphocytes

(Donors-A, -B, and -C) are shown for each test virus. The
data shows the fold increase in T cell proliferation with
particles derived from CD80/CD86 (B7) and antiCD3 sin-
gle-chain antibody (B7+antiCD3) modified host cells rel-
ative to the degree of T cell proliferation with
phytohemagglutinin (PHA) activation, where no particles
were added. PHA treatment serves as a donor-specific
standardization control for proliferation potential. In
these experiments, the HSV-2 based engineered particles
(Fig. 2A) stimulated T cell proliferation more than HIV-1
based engineered particles (Fig. 2B). The results show Pro-
liferation Index (PI) values of 8 to 14 for HSV-based and
PI values of 4 to 5 for HIV-based particles. These numbers
compared to PI values of 2 to 12 in PHA stimulated cul-
tures. With the exception of HIV-1 based particles in PBLs
from Donor-C, engineered particles stimulated T cells as
well as and in some cases better than PHA treatment.
Although less than PHA treatment, HIV-1 based particles
did induce Donor-C T cell proliferation with PI values of
1 to 4 over the time course measured.

What is not obvious from the PI data is that the HSV-2 and
HIV-1 non-engineered particles do not stimulate T cell
proliferation; cells from two different donors (Donor-D
and -E) treated with non-engineered particles gave PI val-
ues of 1, with no T cell proliferation ability (Fig. 3A). This
is distinct from non-engineered particles formed from
influenza-A and influenza-B viruses, where PI values as
high as 16 are observed (Fig. 3A). The figure show results
from two separate donor PBLs (Donors-D and -E) where
the addition of non-engineered influenza-A (PR8) and
influenza-B (Russian) viral preparations increased T cell
proliferation to levels that are 4- to 5-fold higher than

Schematic representation of the retroviral vector constructions used to surface-modify particle-producing host cell linesFigure 1
Schematic representation of the retroviral vector constructions used to surface-modify particle-producing host cell lines. The 
detail construction of the vectors used in this report, pJDMT#6 (CD80/B7.1), pJDMT#19 (CD86/B7.2), and pJDMT#50 
(antiCD3-sFv) are described in the Materials and Methods section.
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Comparison of proliferation index (PI) in three donors (A, B, and C) human PBLs cultured with either PHA or particles sur-face-engineered with CD80, CD86, and antiCD3-sFv (B7+antiCD3)Figure 2
Comparison of proliferation index (PI) in three donors (A, B, and C) human PBLs cultured with either PHA or particles sur-
face-engineered with CD80, CD86, and antiCD3-sFv (B7+antiCD3). In Panel A, surface-engineered HSV-based particles are 
derived from HSV-2 infected genetically surface-modified Lof(11-10) cells (horizontal hatched bars). In Panel B, surface-engi-
neered HIV-based particles are derived from genetically surface-modified 1119 cells that are chronically-expressing human 
immunodeficiency virus type-1 (gray-filled bars). The time course shown is 4, 6, 8, and 12 days for PHA-treated cultures; 4, 6, 
8, 12, and 18 days for surface-engineered particle treated cultures. Proliferation Index establishes a proliferation ratio between 
exposed cultures and non-exposed cultures. PHA treated cultures are not exposed to particles. For PHA (black-filled bars), 
the proliferation value in the presence of PHA (i.e. Donor-A, 6 hour timepoint = 10,900 relative fluorescent units) is divided by 
untreated cultures not exposed to PHA (i.e. Donor-A, 6 hour timepoint = 2,500 relative fluorescent units); for B7+antiCD3, 
the proliferation value in the presence of B7+antiCD3 surface-engineered particles (i.e. Donor-A, 6 hour timepoint = 26,700 
relative fluorescent units for HSV-2 in panel A; 11,000 relative fluorescent units for HIV-1 in panel B) is divided by the prolifer-
ation value observed with non-engineered viral-based particles (i.e. Donor-A, 6 hour timepoint = 2,300 relative fluorescent 
units for HSV-2 in panel A; 2,300 relative fluorescent units for HIV-1 in panel B). The remaining PI values are calculated in a 
similar fashion. Almost identical "background" values are observed for non-PHA exposed and non-engineered particles in 
Donors-A, -B, and -C cultures. Actual induced values can be calculated by multiplying the PI value by the "background" value. 
Particle preparations used in this figure were PEG-concentrated (200× for HIV; 25× for HSV) and inactivated to render them 
non-infectious.
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PHA-stimulated control cultures where no influenza par-
ticles are added. Surface-engineered (B7+antiCD3) influ-
enza-based particles did not further increase T cell
proliferation over non-engineered particles (Fig. 3B).
Therefore at least for influenza, similar PI values are
observed in the presence and absence of surface engineer-
ing.

In addition to proliferation assays, cytokine (IFN-γ, IL-10,
and IL-4) expression analyses were measured in the cul-
ture media (Table 1). Surface-engineered HIV-1 particles
were compared to non-engineered HIV-1 particles gener-
ated from non-modified host cells; PHA-stimulated cul-
tures in the absence of particles were used as a donor cell
standardized control. Whereas, IFN-γ values between 450
and 810 pg/ml are observed in unstimulated cultures and
in cultures exposed to non-engineered HIV-based parti-
cles, IFN-γ value of greater than 2,000 pg/ml are observed
in cultures exposed to surface-engineered HIV-1 particles.
B7 and B7+antiCD3 engineered particles stimulated IFN-
γ production similar to that observed in PHA-stimulated
cultures.

However, unlike IFN-γ, the expression of IL-10 did not
increase in cultures exposed to engineered HIV-1 particles,
and in fact showed a slight decrease below the values
observed in unstimulated control cultures (Table 1). A
constitutive value of 50 and 70 pg/ml is observed in
unstimulated culture and cultures exposed to non-engi-
neered particles. Cultures exposed to either B7 or
B7+antiCD3 surface-engineered particles showed 2- to 3-
fold reduction in IL-10 values to between 25 and 40 pg/
ml. No IL-4 was detected in any of the cultures tested
(Table 1). At least for HIV, the procedure induces T helper
(Th) type 1 (Th1) responses while reducing Th type 2
(Th2) responses.

Surface-engineered particles with only the B7 
costimulatory molecules can stimulate human PBL T cell 
proliferation
In addition to B7+antiCD3 surface-engineered particle
preparations derived from the three infectious agents
(HIV-1, HSV-2, and Influenza), individual antiCD3 and
CD80/CD86 (B7) costimulatory engineered particle prep-
arations were also produced and tested. Initially, experi-
ments were performed with these preparations to
demonstrate the need for particles to contain both signals
for T cell proliferation; the antiCD3 single-chain antibody
molecule delivering signal one to the T cell receptor com-
plex and B7 molecules delivering signal two to the CD28
receptor [15,24]. However to our surprise, the dual
requirement was not needed for HSV-2 and HIV-1 based
particle mediated T cell proliferation induction. Surface-
engineered particles containing B7 alone (Fig. 4A: HIV-1;
Donor-A, -B and -C) or AntiCD3 alone (Fig. 4B: HSV-2;

Donor-F) are effective in stimulating T cell proliferation in
human PBL cultures. The data shows that for HSV-2 based
particles, a similar degree of T cell proliferation (PI = 20)
was observed with B7+antiCD3 and B7 alone (Fig. 4B).
However, HIV-1 based surface-engineered particles with
B7 alone (Fig. 4A) displayed a more potent in vitro prolif-
eration response than B7+antiCD3 engineered particles
(Fig. 2B) – PI values of 20 to 25 for B7 particles, compared
to PI values of 8 to 14 for B7+antiCD3 particles.

Concentrate and room temperature storage of surface-
engineered particles without loss of activity
Initial T cell proliferation experiments used conditioned
media from surface-modified host cells. In order to par-
tially purify and concentrate viral particle preparations,
the traditional method of ultracentrifugation was consid-
ered, but due to its expensive, limited volume processing
ability, and the potential removal of key surface compo-
nents from the final product, we chose to use polyethyl-
ene glycol (PEG)-precipitation. PEG-precipitation has
long been used to concentrate viral particles from serum
samples and the procedure circumvents many of the
drawbacks posed by ultracentrifugation and was the
method of choice to concentrate surface-engineered parti-
cles. Culture media containing viral particles were har-
vested, clarified, PEG-precipitated, and compared
biologically. These comparisons illustrate that the surface-
engineered viral particles could be PEG-concentrated and
still retain their ability to stimulate T cell proliferation (see
Fig. 4C: Donor-H).

Since the particles are viewed as a scaffold that carries and
maintains the orientation and conformation of the over-
expressed host cell surface proteins, the technology does
not require the particles to be infectious. The ability to use
non-infectious particles as a biologic raises the possibility
of storing the surface-engineered particles at room tem-
perature as a lyophilized concentrate. To test this, condi-
tioned media from B7+antiCD3 surface-modified host
cells was compared to the same conditioned media that
was lyophilized and stored for 3 weeks at room tempera-
ture for their ability to stimulate T cell proliferation. The
results show that exposure of PBLs to either preparation
result in almost identical PI values at 8 and 12 days (Fig.
4C: Donor-F). In addition, the figure demonstrates that
heat treatment completely destroys the preparation's abil-
ity to stimulate T cell proliferation (Fig. 4C: Donor-F). The
results support the conclusion that surface-engineered
viral particles can be lyophilized, stored at room tempera-
ture, and still retain their ability to stimulate T cell prolif-
eration.
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Proliferation Index (PI) time course comparison in two donor (D and E) PBLsFigure 3
Proliferation Index (PI) time course comparison in two donor (D and E) PBLs. Panel A: Non-engineered particles. For PHA 
(black-filled bars), the proliferation value in the presence of PHA (i.e. Donor-D, 6 hour timepoint = 4,000 relative fluorescent 
units) is divided by the value observed in untreated cultures (i.e. Donor-D, 6 hour timepoint = 2,000 relative fluorescent units); 
for HIV-1 (gray-filled bars), the proliferation value in the presence of non-engineered HIV-1 particles (i.e. Donor-D, 6 hour 
timepoint = 2,200 relative fluorescent units) is divided by the value observed in untreated cultures (i.e. Donor-D, 6 hour time-
point = 2,000 relative fluorescent units); for HSV-2 (horizontal hatched bars), the proliferation value in the presence of non-
engineered HSV-2 particles (i.e. Donor-D, 6 hour timepoint = 2,000 relative fluorescent units) is divided by the value observed 
in untreated cultures (i.e. Donor-D, 6 hour timepoint = 2,000 relative fluorescent units); for Influenza A (PR8) (right-diagonal 
hatched bars), the proliferation value in the presence of non-engineered influenza-A particles (i.e. Donor-D, 6 hour timepoint 
= 26,000 relative fluorescent units) is divided by the value observed in untreated cultures (i.e. Donor-D, 6 hour timepoint = 
2,000 relative fluorescent units); and for Influenza B (Russian) (left-diagonal hatched bars), the proliferation value in the pres-
ence of non-engineered influenza-B particles (i.e. Donor-D, 6 hour timepoint = 32,000 relative fluorescent units) is divided by 
the value observed in untreated cultures (i.e. Donor-D, 6 hour timepoint = 2,000 relative fluorescent units). Panel B: Surface-
engineered influenza particles. For B7+antiCD3 surface-engineered influenza A (PR8) (right-diagonal hatched bars), the prolif-
eration value in the presence of surface-engineered particles (i.e. Donor-D, 6 hour timepoint = 29,000 relative fluorescent 
units) is divided by the proliferation value observed with non-engineered influenza A particles (i.e. Donor-D, 6 hour timepoint 
= 26,000 relative fluorescent units); and for Influenza B (Russian) (left-diagonal hatched bars), the proliferation value in the 
presence of surface-engineered particles (i.e. Donor-D, 6 hour timepoint = 28,800 relative fluorescent units) is divided by the 
proliferation value observed with non-engineered influenza B particles (i.e. Donor-D, 6 hour timepoint = 32,000 relative fluo-
rescent units). The time course shown in panels A and B for Donor-D is 4, 6, 10, 13, and 20 days; for Donor-E is 4, 10, 13, and 
20 days. The remaining PI values are calculated in a similar fashion. Actual induced values can be calculated by multiplying the PI 
value by the "background" value. Particle preparations used in this figure were PEG-concentrated (200× for HIV; 25× for HSV; 
40× for Influenza A/B) and inactivated to render them non-infectious.
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Functional assays illustrating HSV-2 and HIV-1 surface-
engineered particle viral specificity
The data to this point suggests a non-specific ability of
HSV-2 and HIV-1 surface-engineered particles to stimu-
late T cell proliferation. In order to determine if viral spe-
cificity exist between these particle preparations, we tested
two functional assays to elucidate differences. The assays
compared the ability of the particles to (1) inhibit HIV
replication and (2) to induce specific antibody responses.

HIV replication inhibition
Experiments were design to test the ability of surface-engi-
neered particles to inhibit HIV replication. Cultures of
PBLs were PHA-stimulated to insure the ability of HIV to
replicate. In addition, some cultures were also treated with
either non-engineered or surface-engineered HIV-1 and
HSV-2 based particles. After 3 days of stimulation and
extensive washing of the cells to remove unbound mate-
rial, the cells were resuspended in fresh media containing
infectious HIV-1. Both monocytotropic (Ba-L and ADA)
and lymphocytotropic (MN and HXB2) infectious HIV-1
preparations were used. Exposure of cultures to non-engi-
neered particles (Fig. 5A and 5B, open squares) replicated
HIV-1 to levels similar to control cultures where no parti-
cles were added (Fig. 5A, closed diamonds). The level of
replication was monitored by p24 antigen released into
the culture supernatants and robust amounts of p24 anti-
gen were detected over the 17 day time period. Stimula-
tion of cultures with PHA and exposure to HIV-based
surface-engineered particles with either B7 (Fig. 5A and

5B, open triangles) or B7+antiCD3 (Fig. 5A and 5B, open
circles) inhibited HIV-MN and HIV-Ba-L replication 86
and 90% or 59 and 88% respectively, in Donor-J cells
(Table 2: Expt. 4). Similar inhibition is observed in other
donors' PBLs. In donor M PBLs, an Inhibition Index of 55
and 71% (for B7 particles) or 95 and 94% (for
B7+antiCD3 particles) were observed (Table 2: Expt. 1).
Table 2 tabulates the results from four additional experi-
ments (Expt. 2, 3, 5, and 6), with three different donor (N,
O, and P) PBLs. An Inhibition Index value, which is the
average inhibition value for all experimental time points,
is used to summarize the percent inhibition results. For
non-engineered particles, the percent inhibition was cal-
culated at each time point by dividing the HIV-p24 anti-
gen value observed in non-engineered particle cultures, to
those where no particles were added; for B7 and
B7+antiCD3 engineered particles, the percent inhibition
was calculated at each time point by dividing the HIV-p24
antigen value observed in B7 and B7+antiCD3 supple-
mented cultures to those where no particles were added.
In most cases, B7 surface-engineered particles inhibited
HIV replication, better than B7+antiCD3 surface-engi-
neered particles (Table 2).

In addition to demonstrating that non-infectious surface-
engineered HIV-1 particles inhibit HIV replication, the
data also illustrates that neither surface-engineered HSV-2
(Table 2: Expt. 1), nor engineered human herpesvirus
type-8 (HHV-8) particles (Table 2: Expt. 2) were able to
inhibit HIV replication. The addition of similarly engi-

Table 1: Cytokine Profile for HIV-based Particles

Particle Preparations Time Points
Cytokine Culture 

Treatment1
Virus Modification 6 Day 13 Day

IFN-γ pg/ml Unstimulated no particles NA2 810 ND3

PHA-stimulated no particles NA >2,000 ND
Unstimulated HIV-1 non-engineered 450 650
Unstimulated HIV-1 B7-engineered >2,000 >2,000
Unstimulated HIV-1 B7+antiCD3 >2,000 >2,000

IL-10 pg/ml Unstimulated no particles NA 50 ND
PHA-stimulated no particles NA 150 ND
Unstimulated HIV-1 non-engineered 70 50
Unstimulated HIV-1 B7-engineered 40 25
Unstimulated HIV-1 B7+antiCD3 30 30

IL-4 pg/ml Unstimulated no particles NA <10 ND
PHA-stimulated no particles NA <10 ND
Unstimulated HIV-1 non-engineered <10 <10
Unstimulated HIV-1 B7-engineered <10 <10
Unstimulated HIV-1 B7+antiCD3 <10 <10

1Data from Donor-K cells
2NA: not applicable
3ND: not done
Page 7 of 18
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Panel A: Proliferation Index (PI) time course comparison in three donors' (A, B, and C) PBLs cultured with either PHA or B7 surface-engineered HIV-1 based particlesFigure 4
Panel A: Proliferation Index (PI) time course comparison in three donors' (A, B, and C) PBLs cultured with either PHA or B7 surface-
engineered HIV-1 based particles. For PHA (black-filled bars), the proliferation value in the presence of PHA (i.e. Donor-A, 6 hour 
timepoint = 10,900 relative fluorescent units) is divided by untreated cultures not exposed to PHA (i.e. Donor-A, 6 hour timepoint = 
2,500 relative fluorescent units); for B7 (gray-filled bars) the proliferation value in the presence of B7 surface-engineered particles (i.e. 
Donor-A, 6 hour timepoint = 32,500 relative fluorescent units) is divided by the proliferation value observed with non-engineered 
HIV-based particles (i.e. Donor-A, 6 hour timepoint = 2,500 relative fluorescent). The time course shown is 4, 6, 8, 12, and 18 days for 
B7; 4, 6, 8, and 12 days for PHA. Particle preparations used in this panel were PEG-concentrated (200× for HIV; 25× for HSV) and 
inactivated to render them non-infectious. Panel B: Proliferation Index (PI) time course comparison in Donor-F PBLs cultured with 
HSV-2 based surface-engineered particles. For PHA (black-filled bars), the proliferation value in the presence of PHA (i.e. 8 hour time-
point = 9,000 relative fluorescent units) is divided by cultures not exposed to PHA (i.e. 8 hour timepoint = 2,600 relative fluorescent 
units); for AntiCD3 surface-engineered particles (tightly packed horizontal hatched gray bars), the proliferation value in the presence 
of AntiCD3 (i.e. 8 hour timepoint = 15,000 relative fluorescent units) is divided by the proliferation value observed with non-engi-
neered HSV-based particles (i.e. 8 hour timepoint = 2,300 relative fluorescent units); for B7 surface-engineered particles (horizontal 
hatched gray bars), the proliferation value in the presence of B7 (i.e. 8 hour timepoint = 29,000 relative fluorescent units) is divided by 
the proliferation value observed with non-engineered HSV-based particles (i.e. 8 hour timepoint = 2,300 relative fluorescent units); for 
B7+antiCD3 surface-engineered particles (horizontal hatched bars), the proliferation value in the presence of B7+antiCD3 (i.e. 8 hour 
timepoint = 28,000 relative fluorescent units) is divided by the proliferation value observed with non-engineered HSV-based particles 
(i.e. 8 hour timepoint = 2,300 relative fluorescent units). Particle preparations used in this panel were from conditioned media and 
inactivated to render them non-infectious. Panel C: Proliferation Index (PI) time course comparison in Donor-F PBLs cultured with 
HSV-2 based surface-engineered particles. For PHA (black-filled bars), the proliferation value in the presence of PHA (i.e. 8 hour time-
point = 4,200 relative fluorescent units) is divided by cultures not exposed to PHA (i.e. 8 hour timepoint = 1,200 relative fluorescent 
units); for Heat-Inactivated B7+antiCD3 surface-engineered particles (tightly packed horizontal hatched gray lines), the proliferation 
value in the presence of heat-inactivated surface-engineered particles (i.e. 8 hour timepoint = 7,300 relative fluorescent units) is 
divided by the proliferation value observed with heat-inactivated non-engineered HSV-based particles (i.e. 8 hour timepoint = 6,500 
relative fluorescent units); for Conditioned Media B7+antiCD3 (horizontal hatched bars), the proliferation value in the presence of 
conditioned media from surface-engineered particles (i.e. 8 hour timepoint = 30,000 relative fluorescent units) is divided by the prolif-
eration value observed in conditioned media from non-engineered HSV-based particles (i.e. 8 hour timepoint = 2,700 relative fluores-
cent units); for Lyophilized room temperature stored B7+antiCD3 (checker bars), the proliferation value in the presence of the 
lyophilized surface-engineered particles (i.e. 8 hour timepoint = 28,000 relative fluorescent units) is divided by the proliferation value 
observed with lyophilized non-engineered HSV-based particles (i.e. 8 hour timepoint = 2,300 relative fluorescent units). The above 
data was obtained using Donor-F PBLs. PEG-concentrated B7+antiCD3 (brick bars) proliferation value was compared to Conditioned 
Media B7+antiCD3 (horizontal hatched bars) in Donor-H PBLs. The remaining PI values are calculated in a similar fashion. Almost 
identical "background" values are observed for non-PHA exposed and non-engineered particles in Donors-A, -B, -C, -F, and -H cul-
tures. Actual induced values can be calculated by multiplying the PI value by the "background" value. Particle preparations used in this 
panel unless otherwise identified were from conditioned media and inactivated to render them non-infectious.
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Table 2: Percent Inhibition of HIV Replication

Particle Preparations
Expt. Infecting Virus Inhibition Index Virus Modification Time Points (days) Donor

6 14

1. HIV-MN 0 HIV-1 non-engineered 0 0 M
55 B7-engineered 70 40
95 B7+antiCD3 94 95
0 HSV-2 B7+antiCD3 0 0

HIV-Ba-L 0 HIV-1 non-engineered 0 0
71 B7-engineered 82 60
94 B7+antiCD3 90 98
0 HSV-2 B7+antiCD3 0 0

6 17

2. HIV-MN 80 HIV-1 B7-engineered 70 89 N
88 B7+antiCD3 88 89
0 HHV-8 B7+antiCD3 0 0

4 11 14

3. HIV-MN 96 HIV-1 B7-engineered 92 98 99 O
55 B7+antiCD3 56 45 63

3 7 12 17

4. HIV-MN 0 HIV-1 non-engineered 0 0 0 0 J
86 B7-engineered 55 91 99 99
59 B7+antiCD3 46 67 51 73

HIV-Ba-L 0 HIV-1 non-engineered 0 0 0 0
90 B7-engineered 60 98 100 100
88 B7+antiCD3 72 97 99 84

4 6 9 12

5. HIV-MN 89 HIV-1 B7-engineered 65 97 98 97 P
75 B7+antiCD3 73 96 82 48

4 6 9 12 17

6. HIV-MN moi = 1 85 HIV-1 B7-engineered 57 80 96 96 94 P
76 B7+antiCD3 59 82 90 90 59

HIV-MN moi = 2 74 HIV-1 B7-engineered 33 95 75 75 94
79 B7+antiCD3 40 92 85 85 95

HIV-MN moi = 4 52 HIV-1 B7-engineered 55 97 35 35 40
38 B7+antiCD3 60 54 36 36 2

HIV-MN moi = 8 40 HIV-1 B7-engineered 53 60 0 0 8
28 B7+antiCD3 37 60 20 20 2
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neered heterologous viral particles did not inhibit HIV
replication; inhibition of HIV replication required both
surface modification and the HIV virion. These experi-
ments demonstrate biological differences between the
engineered particle preparations, where only HIV-based
particles inhibit HIV replication.

Two independent sets of experiments were conducted to
demonstrate that the inhibition of HIV replication was
not due to depletion and/or apoptosis of CD4-positive
cells. In the first set of experiments, the amount of infec-
tious virus was increased two-, four-, and eight-fold higher
and the ability of a constant amount of engineered parti-
cles to inhibit HIV replication was monitored (Table 2,
Expt.-6). Results from these experiments show that the
degree of inhibition is reduced as the amount of HIV inoc-
ulum is increased. For B7 engineered particles, the Inhibi-
tion Index changed from 85% (moi = 1), to 74% (moi =
2), to 52% (moi = 4), to 40% (moi = 8); and for

B7+antiCD3 engineered particles, the inhibition index
changed from 76% (moi = 1), to 79% (moi = 2), to 38%
(moi = 4), to 28% (moi = 8). Thus, the degree of HIV-inhi-
bition mediated by surface-engineered HIV particles is
reduced as the amount of viral inoculum increases; the
observed inhibition is titratable.

In addition to the biological infectivity assay to illustrate
the presence of CD4-positive cells, the CD4/CD8 ratio in
treated cultures was monitored by flow cytometry (Table
3). Unstimulated and PHA/IL-2 stimulated T cells were
compared to T cells treated with HIV-based particles in the
presence and absence of infectious HIV exposure. Cultures
treated with non-engineered particles show similar CD4
and CD8 cell percentages, ratios, and mean fluorescence
values as no particle treated cultures. CD4 percentages of
51 versus 55 with mean fluorescence of 1400 and 1100
were observed; CD8 percentages of 38 were seen for both
with mean fluorescence intensity of 660 and 580 for no

Surface-engineered HIV-based particle dependent inhibition of HIV-1 replicationFigure 5
Surface-engineered HIV-based particle dependent inhibition of HIV-1 replication. Panel A: Lymphocytotropic HIV-1 MN p24 
antigen expression in PHA-stimulated PBLs. Panel B: Monocytotropic HIV-1 Ba-L p24 antigen expression in PHA-stimulated 
PBLs. Donor-J cells were PHA-treated and exposed to either no particles (filled diamonds), non-engineered HIV-based parti-
cles (open squares), B7+antiCD3 surface-engineered HIV-based particles (open circles), or B7 surface-engineered HIV-based 
particles (open triangles). At day 3, cultures are washed and infectious HIV-1 is added – HIV-MN in Panel A and HIV-Ba-L in 
Panel B. Aliquots are removed at 3, 7, 12, and 17 days and HIV-1 encoded p24 antigen expression is determined by ELISA. Par-
ticle preparations used in this figure were PEG-concentrated and inactivated to render them non-infectious.
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particle treated and non-engineered particle treated cul-
tures, respectively [Table 3: 1(a)]. Unstimulated cultures
treated with particles derived from either B7 or
B7+antiCD3 surface-engineered HIV particles, exhibited a
decrease in the percentage and mean fluorescence of CD4
positive cells [Table 3: 1(a)]. The decrease in CD4 cell per-
centage and mean fluorescence intensity was also
observed in parallel PHA/IL-2 treated cultures with sur-
face-engineered particle addition [Table 3: 1(b)]. If this
observed decrease in day-3 cultures are due to "masking"
of CD4 epitopes by the surface-engineered HIV particles is
presently unknown, but upon removal of these particle
from the culture at day-3 and further incubation, 8-day
non-infected B7+antiCD3 cultures showed a 15%
increase in the percentage of CD4 (63%) compared to
either no particle treated (46%) or non-engineered parti-
cle treated (47%) cultures with similar mean fluorescence
intensity [Table 3: 2(a)]. The CD4 cell percentage increase
is maintained in cultures in the presence of either HIV-
MN [Table 3: 2(b)] or HIV-Ba-L [Table 3: 2(c)] infection.
The increase in the percentage of CD4 is accompanied
with a decrease in the percentage of CD8 positive cells.
Overall, the flow cytometry results together with the
enhanced HIV replication as the infectious inoculum is
increased in the biological infectivity assay, supports the
premise that the observed inhibition of HIV replication is
not due to massive apoptosis of CD4-positive cells.

Induction of specific antibody responses
Unlike HIV-1, HSV-2 does not replicate in PBLs and repli-
cation inhibition assays could not be done. In order to
demonstrate HSV specific responses, humoral immune
response experiments were performed (Table 4, Expt. 1
and 2).

Cultures of unstimulated PBLs were exposed to different
viral-based AntiCD3, B7, and B7+antiCD3 engineered
particles; aliquots were removed at the time points indi-
cated and placed in 96-well plates that were coated with
various lysed whole virus preparations. Wells were coated
with lysates (detergent disrupted virions) obtained from
purified preparations of HSV-1, HSV-2, HIV-1, vesicular
stomatitis virus (VSV), and/or host cells (not shown). An
aliquot of cells from each culture was placed into the var-
ious viral antigen-coated wells and incubated for 3-days.
The cells were then removed, the wells washed, and the
viral antigen coated wells were assayed for the presence of
human antibodies. Detection was accomplished by mon-
itoring the binding of horseradish peroxidase conjugated
human antibody to each well. The ability of surface-engi-
neered viral particles to produce human antibodies
against the viral antigens was compared to cultures treated
with non-engineered viral particles and cultures not
treated with any particle preparation.

Treatment of PBL cultures with non-engineered HSV-2
particles and no particle treated cultures showed neither
HSV-1 nor HSV-2 specific antibody formation (Table 4-1).
However, cultures incubated with B7 and B7+antiCD3
surface-engineered HSV-2 based particles induced both
HSV-1 and HSV-2 antibody formation at 9, 13, and 16
days (Table 4-1). The specificity of the HSV-2 engineered
particle response was demonstrated in that no human
antibody formation is observed on HIV-1 coated plates
(Table 4-1). Experimental results shown in Table 4-2 illus-
trate that in some donor cells, PHA/IL-2 stimulated and
unstimulated non-engineered HSV-2 based particles can
also induce HSV antibody responses. However in all
donor cells tested, HSV based particles did not induce
non-HSV antibody responses; HSV-2 particles could not
induce antibody responses to either HIV-1 or VSV (Table
4-2). In addition, HIV engineered particles did not induce
antibody responses to any of the tested antigens.

Functional assays illustrating surface-engineered 
Influenza-based particle induction of cross-strain antibody 
formation
We tested the ability of influenza-based particles to induce
influenza-specific antibody responses. Using assays simi-
lar to those described for detecting HSV-2 specific anti-
body induction, PBLs exposed to surface-engineered
influenza particles were incubated on viral-antigen coated
plates. The detection of human antibodies using a conju-
gated horseradish peroxidase antibody was used to detect
human influenza antibody production. Cultures of
unstimulated PBLs were exposed to PEG-concentrated
Influenza-A (Japan), Influenza-A (PR8), and Influenza-B
(Taiwan) particles; aliquots were removed at the time
points indicated (11 and 15 days) and placed in 96-well
plates that were coated with lysed whole virus prepara-
tions of Influenza-A (Japan), Influenza-B (Taiwan), and
Influenza-B (Russian). After 3 days in culture, the cell-free
panels were incubated with horseradish peroxidase conju-
gated human antibody and detection of a signal was
indicative of human antibody production (Table 4, Expt.
3).

No Influenza specific antibody formation is observed in
PBL cultures where no particles, PHA/IL-2, and non-engi-
neered Influenza particles were added (Table 4, Expt. 3).
However, cultures incubated with AntiCD3, B7, and
B7+antiCD3 engineered Influenza-based particles
induced Influenza-specific antibody responses (Table 4,
Expt. 3). The AntiCD3 engineered Influenza-A (Japan)
based particles induce immune responses against influ-
enza-B (Taiwan) and influenza-B (Russian) strains. The
AntiCD3 surface-engineered Influenza-A (PR8) based par-
ticles induced antibodies to the Influenza-B (Russian)
strain; the B7 and B7+antiCD3 surface-engineered parti-
cles induced antibodies to Influenza-A (Japan), but not
Page 11 of 18
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Influenza-B (Taiwan) or Influenza-B (Russian) strains.
The B7 surface-engineered Influenza-B (Taiwan) based
particles induce antibodies to Influenza-A (Japan) anti-
gens, but not the Influenza-B (Russian) strain. Although
sporadic and not inducing antibody responses to the same
strain used to form the particles, the cross-strain inductive
response is similar to that observed between HSV-1 and
HSV-2 responses induced from surface-engineered HSV-2
based particles. What appears clear is that engineered
influenza A particles induced influenza B immune
responses and vice-versa.

Discussion
In this report, we describe a generic process to generate
surface-engineered particles and functionally illustrate
their use to induce immune responses. By choosing cos-
timuatory accessory proteins (CD80/B7.1, CD86/B7.2)
and a single-chain antibody (CD3-scFv) as our test mole-
cules, we illustrate a process to induce specific T cell
responses against infectious agents. We show that
responses are observed with particles released from cells
expressing these surface molecules that are not shown
with particles released from cells where these molecules

are not present. From the comparison of particles released
from modified and non-modified cells, we conclude that
the particles released from surface-modified cells are in
themselves modified or engineered with properties simi-
lar to the modified cells. In effect, each engineered particle
functions as a modified host cell. The inactive viral parti-
cle provides the scaffold to carry the viral-specific proc-
essed peptides presented on host MHC molecules and the
engineered costimulatory (CD80/B7.1, CD86/B7.2) and/
or antibody (CD3-scFv) molecules. Since the active moi-
ety is presented on the viral particle surface, engagement
with its cognate receptor induces cellular signal transduc-
tion pathways. Neither infectivity nor integration is
required and the particles can be inactivated and lyophi-
lized while still retaining their ability to induce signal
transduction pathways and the resulting biological activ-
ity. The ability to amplify the therapeutic moiety by trans-
ferring surface molecules from cells to particles provides
an economy-of-scale that could allow higher production
of therapeutics at lower manufacturing cost, significantly
enhancing the availability and introduction of biologic-
based material for medical applications. By so doing, sur-
face-engineered particles renew the intended promise of

Table 3: Flow Cytometry Analysis of Particle-treated Cultures

Particle Preparation Percent Positive Cells
(Mean Fluorescence Intensity)

Infecting 
Virus

Culture 
Treatment1

Virus Modification CD4 CD8 CD4/8

1. Time 
Point: 3 Days

(a) None None None None 51 (1400) 38 (660) 1.3
HIV-1 non-engineered 55 (1100) 38 (580) 1.4
HIV-1 B7-engineered 48 (70) 34 (390) 1.4
HIV-1 B7+antiCD3 43 (90) 38 (460) 1.1

(b) None PHA/IL-2 None None 50 (780) 47 (470) 1.1
HIV-1 non-engineered 54 (560) 39 (360) 1.4
HIV-1 B7-engineered 37 (95) 45 (250) 0.8
HIV-1 B7+antiCD3 38 (100) 34 (230) 1.1

2. Time 
Point: 8 Days

(a) None PHA/IL-2 None None 46 (1600) 55 (370) 0.8
HIV-1 non-engineered 47 (1300) 51 (270) 0.9
HIV-1 B7+antiCD3 63 (1100) 38 (220) 1.6

(b) HIV-MN PHA/IL-2 None None 40 (1400) 59 (360) 0.7
HIV-1 non-engineered 41 (1360) 61 (310) 0.7
HIV-1 B7+antiCD3 47 (1260) 58 (280) 0.8

(c) HIV-Ba-L PHA/IL-2 None None 35 (1320) 61 (410) 0.6
HIV-1 non-engineered 45 (1460) 59 (340) 0.8
HIV-1 B7+antiCD3 49 (1100) 54 (225) 0.9

1Data from Donor-L cells
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biotechnology for more selective drugs that are better tol-
erated and cheaper to make for large-scale production
[37].

The cellular engineered molecules are incorporated into
virions by the innate ability of viruses to incorporate host
expressed surface proteins as they egress from their host
cell. This phenomenon is intensively studies for HIV, ever
since the first report [38] that beta-2 microglobulin and
the alpha and beta chains of human lymphocyte antigen
(HLA) DR were found present in sucrose density gradient-
purified HIV and simian immunodeficiency virus prepa-
rations. We agree with the viewpoint of Tremblay et al.
[39] that the mechanism responsible for HIV acquisition
of host-encoded proteins is a passive inclusion model
where the over-expression of specific molecules present in
host cell membranes are incorporated into virion parti-

cles. Discrepancy exists in the literature on the ability of
HIV to incorporate CD80 and CD86 into HIV virions
[40,41], but the forced over-expression by retroviral trans-
duction of these molecules and other molecules (CD3-
scFv) onto the surface of virus-expressing host cells makes
this point moot. Although host surface molecule incorpo-
ration is shown to occur for some members of the herpes-
virus family – Epstein-Barr virus [42] and cytomegalovirus
[43]; other RNA virus members – HTLV-1 [43,44]; various
leukemia viruses [45-47]; and other DNA viruses – vac-
cinia [48], to our knowledge this report is the first to func-
tionally demonstrate host surface molecules
incorporation into HSV-2 and Influenza virions. In fact,
the present report is the first to use the observation that
host surface proteins are incorporated into virion particles
as a potentially therapeutic modality. The present report is
unlike any other in that the particles are surface-engi-

Table 4: Particle-induced Antibody Formation

Particle Preparations
Expt. Virus Modification Relative Optical Density Units

1. HSV-1 Coated HSV-2 Coated HIV-1 Coated

9D 13D 16D 9D 13D 16D 9, 13, 16 Days

None None 0.089 0.034 0.02 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.006
HSV-2 non-engineered 0.050 0.019 0.010 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.005

B7-engineered 3.6 16.5 7.9 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.004
B7+antiCD3 3.7 3.7 6.8 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.005

2. HSV-1 Coated HSV-2 Coated HIV-1 or VSV Coated

3D 6D 10D 3D 6D 10D 3D 6D 10D
None None 0.007 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.063

PHA/IL-2 0.005 0.012 0.7 0.005 0.004 0.1 0.007 0.007 0.005
HSV-2 non-engineered 0.002 1.4 5.2 0.008 1.3 0.8 0.003 0.003 0.001

antiCD3 0.2 1.9 10.0 0.2 1.7 3.0 0.003 0.004 0.005
B7-engineered 0.001 0.9 7.5 0.003 0.7 1.5 0.003 0.008 0.004
B7+antiCD3 0.001 1.3 6.5 0.025 1.2 7.3 0,004 0.005 0.004

HIV-1 non-engineered 0.002 0.006 0.006 0.004 0.019 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
B7-engineered 0.001 0.008 0.023 0.004 0.004 0.021 0.004 0.003 0.002
B7+antiCD3 0.008 0.007 0.031 0.004 0.004 0.027 0.006 0.001 0.005

3. Influenza-A Japan Coated Influenza-B Taiwan Coated Influenza-B Russian Coated

11D 15D 11D 15D 11D 15D

None None 0.016 0.030 0.005 0.037 0.006 0.007
PHA/IL-2 0.16 0.030 0.010 0.046 0.018 0.007

Influenza-A non-engineered 0.010 0.005 0.010 0.046 0.018 0.007
Japan antiCD3 0.014 0.004 0.22 0.29 0.21 0.15

B7-engineered 0.011 0.004 0.008 0.006 0.014 0.005
B7+antiCD3 0.012 0.006 0.009 0.011 0.023 0.006

Influenza-A non-engineered 0.013 0.004 0.006 0.005 0.003 0.004
PR8 antiCD3 0.009 0.004 0.010 0.008 0.15 0.16

B7-engineered 0.40 0.34 0.004 0.004 0.017 0.011
B7+antiCD3 0.10 0.031 0.008 0.004 0.009 0.003

Influenza-B non-engineered 0.013 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.005
Taiwan antiCD3 0.010 0.007 0.008 0.005 0.007 0.004

B7-engineered 0.16 0.09 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004
B7+antiCD3 0.011 0.002 0.005 0.005 0.007 0.003
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neered and inactivated to make them non-infectious and
potentially safe. Host cells are genetically-engineered to
express costimuatory molecules and the particles are inac-
tivated so that they behave as "biological carriers" of the
over-expressed protein. This approach has universal appli-
cations in protein, antibody, and/or peptide in vivo deliv-
ery and may also be useful in directing viral cellular
tropism in vector gene transfer applications [49] and
nucleic acid delivery of small interfering RNAs. The
approach, as applied here, is used to stimulate CD28-
mediated signal transduction pathways (by incorporating
B7-family members) and/or stimulation through the T
cell receptor complex (by incorporating CD3-scFv anti-
body). The CD80/CD86 molecules are the natural ligands
to the CD28 and CTLA-4 molecules on T cells; the CD3-
scFv molecule displays a T cell activating single-chain anti-
body polypeptide derived from the antiCD3 OKT3 mon-
oclonal antibody. By using the natural ligands of the
CD28 molecule that requires additional signaling
through MHC molecules for CD28-mediated signal trans-
duction pathway activation, we avoid overall non-specific
CD28 molecule activation that is detrimental to the host
[50]. The interaction of OKT3-IgG and B7 molecules with
the T cell receptor (TCR) and the CD28 receptor on T cells
respectively lead to T cell proliferation [51]. In fact, sur-
face-engineering virion particles with CD3-scFv molecule
represent a novel approach to antibody production and
manufacturing. Antibody manufacturing is complicated
by the complexity of the technology, high costs, and long
development times. The present technology illustrates the
potential ease of production that could facilitate antibody
application to diagnostic research [52] in addition to ther-
apeutic applications.

We have compared surface-engineered particles to non-
engineered particles (control particles) in three independ-
ent immune assays. The first is T cell proliferation assays,
demonstrating that the surface engineered particles have
intrinsic ability to stimulate T cells. In all cases, non-sur-
face engineered particles derived from non-modified host
cells are used as a control. The HSV-2 and HIV-1 control
particles show no T cell proliferation ability; the control
particles are derived from the same cells that are modified
to create the surface-engineered particles, but without sur-
face expression of the recombinant costimulatory mole-
cules. Whereas resting PBLs express CD28; T cell
activation induces CTLA-4 expression [51]. The differen-
tial regulation of CD28 and CTLA-4 on resting and acti-
vated cells may explain the observe differences in particle
stimulation between CD80/CD86 surface-engineered par-
ticles and CD80/CD86/CD3-scFv surface-engineered par-
ticles (Fig. 4A and Fig. 2B, respectively). The HIV particles
surface engineered with CD80/CD86 induced T cell PI
values as high as 25, compare to PI values of 5 for those
with CD80/CD86 and CD3-scFv addition. Possibly, the

inclusion of CD3-scFv to the CD80/CD86 engineered HIV
particles stimulates CTLA-4 expression on the T cell,
dampening the degree of T cell proliferation due to the
engagement of CD80/CD86 with the CTLA-4 molecule.
However, the varying degrees of T cell proliferation
between CD80/CD86 engineered particles with and with-
out the addition of CD3-scFv is not observed in experi-
ments with surface engineered HSV-2 particles (Fig. 4B).

The third immune assay monitored the ability of surface-
engineered non-infectious viral particles to induce specific
viral antibody responses. With the exception of HIV sur-
face-engineered particles where no antibodies are
detected, HSV and influenza surface-engineered particles
induce viral-specific antibody production. Furthermore,
the antibodies produced are cross-reactive – HSV-2 sur-
face-engineered particles induce HSV-1 and HSV-2 spe-
cific antibodies (Table 4, Expt. 1 and 2); influenza A and
B surface-engineered particles induce cross-strain influ-
enza specific antibodies (Table 4, Expt.3). The ability of
surface-modified influenza particles to induce cross-strain
antibody formation may prove useful in flu vaccine appli-
cations. Instead of predicting with accuracy the flu strains
circulating the globe in a given flu season, surface-modi-
fied Influenza particles could offer cross protection
against other unexpected flu strains that may develop as
the season progresses. Similarly, a surface-modified Influ-
enza virion approach could prove instrumental in the
development of an avian flu vaccine in future global flu
pandemic [53]. Although enticing for influenza, the sur-
face-modified influenza data is preliminary in nature and
is complicated by the fact that the particles are produced
in canine cells, the MDCK cell lines, and not in human
cells; the degree of interaction between the canine MHC
molecules and the human TCR complex is unknown.
However, surface-modified influenza viral particles
derived from modified human cells engineered to make
influenza particles by reverse genetics methods [54-56]
could produce more effective cross-strain antibodies. Pos-
sibly, surface-engineered particles derived from modified
human host cells could prove useful in the production of
cross-strain antibodies that are neutralizing in nature.
Presently, there are no indications that any of the antibod-
ies formed from surface-engineered HSV-2 or influenza
particles are able to neutralize infectious virus.

The particle-based approach, unlike other virus-based
delivery systems, can stimulate cells through signal-trans-
duction independent of cellular activation; requires nei-
ther infection nor genetic incorporation; results in an
amplification of the initial signal via intercellular path-
ways; and has targeted specificity in that only cells with
the corresponding ligand in connection with MHC mole-
cules are stimulated. The actual mechanism of action
induced by the surface-engineered particles is not clear
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and appears to be dependent on the virus used to con-
struct the particles.

Conclusion
We functionally demonstrate the formation and use of
non-infectious surface-engineered virion particles to
induce immune responses against infectious diseases. The
use of these particles is illustrated with three infectious
agents and the technology is applicable to RNA as well as
DNA viruses. In addition to potential immunotherapy
applications, the technology can display any protein and/
or single-chain antibody for use in other therapeutic and
delivery application. The technology is based on the per-
fected art of virus release from host cells. The formation of
surface-engineered virion particles during virus egress fur-
ther attest to large-scale production and manufacturing
capabilities of the therapeutic product. The technology
lends itself to an off-the-shelf product for infectious dis-
ease and tumor biology immunotherapy and since these
particles are purposefully engineered, these particles con-
tribute to future nanotechnology initiatives.

Materials and methods
Host cell lines
Lof(11-10) cells are an SV40 T-antigen immortalized
human hematopoietic stromal cell line [26]; Madin-
Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells are a canine cell line
used for the in vitro growth of influenza viruses [27]; and
1119 cells are a chronic HIV-expressing human T cell line
constitutively expressing intact low-titer (102 pfu/ml) vir-
ions with high-level (p24 > 0.1 mg/ml) defective particle
formation. Lof(11-10) and MDCK cells are cultured in
DMEM media, and 1119 cells are cultured in RPMI media.
All media is supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated
fetal calf serum.

Viral strains
Twelve different viruses are used in the experiments out-
lined in this report and they can be divided into 3 groups:
(i) For particle formation – HSV-2 strain G; Influenza A
(Japan/305/57, H2N2); Influenza-A (PR/8/34, H1N1);
Influenza B (Taiwan/2/62); and HHV-8 strain KS-1. (ii)
For infectious HIV challenge assays – HIV-1 monocyto-
tropic virus strain Ba-L and lymphocytotropic virus strain
MN. (iii) For antibody detection – HSV-1 MacIntyre strain
; HSV-2 strain G; HIV-1 strain IIIB; vesicular stomatitis
virus (VSV); Influenza-A (Japan/305/57, H2N2); Influ-
enza-B (Taiwan/2/62) and Influenza-B (Russia/69). All
viral preparations were obtained from Advanced Biotech-
nologies Incorporated (Columbia, MD).

Establishing modified host cell lines: construction of 
retroviral vectors, retroviral production, and stable 
transduction of host cell lines
AntiCD3, B7, and B7+antiCD3 engineered particles were
produced from genetic-modified host cell lines. Host cells
were surface modified by genetic expression of CD80/
B7.1, CD86/B7.2, and/or antiCD3 single-chain antibody
(antiCD3sFv) by retroviral transduction. Human CD80/
B7.1 gene cDNA was cloned from peripheral blood
mononuclear cell (PBMC) RNA amplified by reverse-tran-
scriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) using syn-
thetic oligonucleotides (5'-primer: 5'-GATC
TCTAGACTGCC ATGGGCCACACACGG-3' and 3'-
primer: 5'-GATC GTCGACCTTCTGCGGACACTG TTATA-
CAG-3'). This PCR fragment overlaps protein initiation
and termination sites with Xba1 and Sal1 restriction
enzyme sites inserted at each end, respectively for cloning
purposes. This 867 nucleotide fragment was cloned into
an encephalomyocarditis virus internal ribosomal entry
site (IRES) motif [28] and then into pN2*neo vector [29]
a MuLV neomycin phosphotransferase (neo)-containing
murine retroviral vector, resulting in pJDMT6 plasmid
construction (Fig. 1). Human CD86/B7.2 cDNA was
cloned from PBMC RNA amplified by RT-PCR using syn-
thetic oligonucleotides O-JDMT61 (5'-primer: 5'-GATC
CTCGAGGTCACAGCAGAAGCAGCCAAA ATGG-3') and
O-JDMT62 (3'-primer: 5'-GATC GTCGACGGGCTT-
TACTCTTTAA TTAAAAACATG-3'). The resulting PCR frag-
ment overlaps the protein initiation and termination sites
with Xho1 and Sal1 restriction enzyme sites inserted at
each end, respectively for cloning purposes. The 1026
nucleotide fragment was then cloned into pCGII plasmid
(Invitrogen, San Diego, CA) and then into pJM573neo
[30] (a MuLV retroviral vector containing an IRES-neo cas-
sette) replacing the enhanced green fluorescent protein
(eGFP) gene, resulting in the pJDMT19 plasmid construc-
tion (Fig. 1). The antiCD3 single-chain gene portion
within the pα CD3env plasmid (a kind gift from Dr.
Stephen J. Russell at the Mayo Foundation) was amplified
using RT-PCR using synthetic oligonucleotides O-
JDMT4204 (5'-primer: 5'-GCAT GGGCCCCGGCC
ATGGCCCAGGTG-3') and O-JDMT4205 (3'-primer: 5'-
GCAT GTCGACTGCGGCCGCCCG TTTGAT-3'). This PCR
fragment overlaps the protein initiation and termination
sites with Apa1 and Sal1 restriction enzyme sites inserted
at each end, respectively for cloning purposes. The 751
nucleotide fragment was cloned into a modified pHook-3
vector (Invitrogen, San Diego, CA), then the single-chain
surface-expressed antibody cassette was removed and
placed into an Apa1 minus pBluescript SK plasmid (Strat-
agene, San Diego, CA). The phOxsFv antibody sequence
was replaced with the antiCD3-sFv sequence and the
entire murine-Ig signal peptide-antiCD3sFv-PDGF trans-
membrane domain cassette was placed into pJDMT45 (a
MuLV retroviral vector containing an IRES-zeocin cas-
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sette), resulting in pJDMT-50 plasmid construction (Fig.
1). The retroviral vector, pJDMT45 is identical to
pJM573neo except that the neo gene is replaced with the
zeocin gene as a drug selectable marker for selection of
vector transduced cells. All PCR amplified fragments were
DNA sequenced before cloning into their respective plas-
mids.

The retroviral vectors pJDMT6, pJDMT19, and pJDMT50
were transfected into GP+E-86 ecotropic producer cells
[31] [ATCC No. CRL-9642] and amphotropic retrovirus
was prepared by transducing PA317 cells [32] [ATCC No.
CRL-9078] twice with the ecotropic virus as described
[30]. Titers of pJDMT6, pJDMT19, and pJDMT50 retrovi-
ruses are 1.2 × 106, 6.4 × 105, and 1.0 × 106 colony-form-
ing units/ml, respectively. All retrovirus supernatants were
free of helper virus. Stable retroviral transduced cells were
enriched by drug selection using G418 (1.0 mg/ml) for
neomycin-containing vectors and zeocin (0.2 mg/ml) for
zeocin-containing vectors. Centrifugal procedures (1,650
g for 1 h) were used to viral transduce Lof(11-10), MDCK,
and 1119 cells; these procedures were adapted from
experiments done with human mesenchymal adult stem
cells as described [29]. Transduction efficiency was
accessed by drug-resistant colony formation. Two succes-
sive cycles of transduction further enhanced gene expres-
sion and was done routinely.

Particle formulation: infection, expansion, harvest, 
concentration, and inactivation
Intact infectious viral particles are produced by either
acute infection of cell lines (for HSV and Influenza) or
from chronic-expressing cell lines (for HIV). Lof(11-10)
cells were infected with HSV-2 strain G; monolayer cul-
tures were exposed to HSV-2 for 1 hour in minimal vol-
ume to cover the cell layer. MDCK cells were infected with
Influenza strains (Japan), (Taiwan), and (PR8). All serum
was removed from the cell monolayers; the virus was
added for 1 hour at 37°C with gentle motion; and
replaced with serum-free DMEM media containing 0.01%
trypsin. Although expansion of HSV- and Influenza-based
particles are limited to the number of initial cultures
established, expansion of HIV-based particles is easily pre-
formed infinitely by the addition of fresh culture media.
HIV-based particle cultures are routinely expanded 1:3.
HIV particle released from expanded cultures were further
enhanced 100-fold by TPA (1.0 pg/ml) and TNF-alpha
(25 ug/ml) treatment [33,34] 2 days before culture media
collection. For HSV and Influenza cultures, supernatants
are harvested between 1 and 3 days based on the time
needed for cellular cytopathic effect to approach 100%.
Influenza titers are monitored by agglutination assays
using chicken red blood cells for titer determination. In all
cases, culture supernatants were clarified by two-centrifu-
gations; the first at 1,200 rpms and the second at 4,000

rpms in a tabletop refrigerated centrifuge. Although some
experiments used particle preparations collected directly
from clarified culture supernatants, other particle prepara-
tions were concentrated by polyethylene glycol (PEG)-
precipitation. Concentration (25- to 200-fold) is per-
formed by the addition of 1.2 g of PEG (MW = 3,350) and
2.2 g of NaCl per 100 ml of culture supernatants, resulting
in a 6% final concentration that would favor the recovery
of particles relative to free proteins. Once dissolved, the
preparation is stored at 4°C overnight and the precipitate
is collected by centrifugation at 4,000 rpm for 45 minutes
in a refrigerated tabletop centrifuge. Centrifuge tubes were
inverted to remove as much of the supernatant as possible
and the precipitated material was resuspended in buffer
containing 0.002% Tween-80. In some experiments, con-
ditioned media were tested as lyophilized preparations; 5
ml media aliquots were transferred to 15 ml conical tubes
and placed under a vacuum in a desiccator until com-
pletely dried. Lyophilized preparations were stored at
room temperature; non-lyophilized preparations (condi-
tioned media and PEG-concentrated) were stored at -
80°C. Inactivation of viral infectivity was done by the
addition of 1 mM aminomethyltrimethyl psoralen (AMT)
followed by UV-irradiation (3 J/cm2); the AMT-UV treat-
ment cross-links nucleic acid containing molecules
thereby inactivating viral replication without affecting
intact protein structure [35].

Particle addition and infectious HIV challenge
Primary PBL cultures were initiated at 5 to 10 × 106 cells/
ml in RMPI supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal
calf serum. The primary cells were exposed to engineered
and non-engineered particles (1 to 15 ug/ml for HIV,
HSV, and Influenza; 50 to 600 ng/ml of p24 for HIV) at
the initiation of the culture, day 0. For experiments using
culture supernatant containing particles (conditioned
media), 1 to 2 milliliter were added to every 5 ml of cul-
ture media; for concentrated (25- to 200-fold) particles
(PEG-concentrated), 1 to 5 microliter were added to each
milliliter of culture media. Primary cell cultures were
setup in T-25 flasks and aliquots removed for assay at the
indicated time points. Only in HIV infectious viral chal-
lenge experiments is phytohemaglutinin (PHA) and IL-2
(PHA/IL-2) added at the same time as the particles. No
particle (control) cultures receive PHA/IL-2 alone; the
concentration of PHA was 10 ug/ml and IL-2 was 100
units/ml. In the case of HIV infection, primary cells are
exposed to media containing PHA/IL-2 to ensure maximal
conditions for infectious HIV replication. After 3 days,
cultures were centrifuged and resuspended in appropri-
ately diluted infectious HIV preparations for 2 hours. The
cultures were rinsed with phosphate-buffered saline 3
times to ensure the removal of all unbound p24 antigen
that was introduced by the addition of HIV-based parti-
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cles and the infectious HIV preparation. The cultures were
maintained in media supplemented with IL-2.

Preparation of PBMCs and PBLs
Sixteen different Donor cells are used in the experiments
outlined in this report. Healthy human donor leukopher-
esis preparations were purchased from the American Red
Cross (Rockville, MD). PBMCs/PBLs were prepared by
density gradient centrifugation over Ficoll-Hypaque
according to the manufacturer's instructions (Amersham-
Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, NJ). All experimental
results were obtained on freshly isolated PBMCs that were
monocyte depleted by countercurrent centrifugal elutria-
tion (enriched lymphocyte preparation-PBLs). The mono-
cyte depleted PBL cell populations are enriched for CD4,
CD8 T cell and B cell lymphocytes (data not shown).

Proliferation assay
A one-step non-radioactive assay using Alamar Blue (Inv-
itrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was used to monitor T cell activa-
tion [36]. Cell aliquots (1 to 2 × 105 cells) were removed
from T-25 culture flasks and placed in 96-well panels con-
taining 10 ul of Alamar Blue. Incubation at 37°C was con-
tinued and plates were read within 24 hours on a
Cytofluor 4000 fluorescence plate reader (Applied Biosys-
tems, Foster City, CA). All values are the average of sam-
ples done in triplicate and the relative values are averaged
with standard deviation between 2 to 5%.

Antibody detection
Panels of 96-well plates were coated with detergent dis-
rupted virions (lysates) obtained from purified virus prep-
arations (Advanced Biotechnologies Inc., Columbia,
MD). In some cases, cellular lysates were used. PBL cul-
tures were treated as indicated and at the various time
points an aliquot of cells (1 to 2 × 106 cells) was removed
and placed in the lysate coated 96-well plates in triplicate.
After incubation for 3 days, the 96-well plates were
washed and incubated with anti-human conjugated
horseradish peroxidase antibody. Detection of bound
human antibodies was performed using an Bio-Rad,
Model 3550 Microplate Reader (Richmond, CA).

Cytokine detection: IFN-γ; IL-10; IL-4
The measurement of cytokines was done by ELISA. Super-
natants from cultures were collected at intervals after par-
ticle stimulation and assayed in duplicate for the presence
of IFN-γ, IL-10, and IL-4 using Predicta™ cytokine kits
(Genzyme Diagnostics, Cambridge, MA). The manufac-
turer's protocol was followed for each kit. Optical density
at 450 nm was read on a Bio-Rad, Model 3550 Microplate
Reader (Richmond, CA) and the cytokine concentration is
determined from the standard curve.

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis
Analysis of cell surface molecules was performed using a
panel of fluorochrome-labeled monoclonal antibodies
diluted according to the manufacturer's instructions (BD
Biosciences Pharmingen, San Diego, CA). Nonspecific flu-
orescence was determined by substitution with appropri-
ate isotype-matched irrelevant monoclonal antibodies.
Data were analyzed by collecting 10,000 events on a Bec-
ton Dickinson Vantage instrument using Cell-Quest soft-
ware.
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